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Proud Heritage

Working for tomorrow since 1888!
We’re no strangers to the workspace. For
over 130 years, we’ve been designing
products that are focused on the future.
We’ve seen the world of work
change: from manufacturing some
of the first office solutions to now
developing mobile desking, storage
and walls that help you work the
way you want — we’ve seen it all.
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Who we are
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Inscape

We feel that you should be free to work your way, without restrictions.
We believe in building for tomorrow; finding answers to questions you
didn’t even know you had, and that beauty should not limit function.
We’re a collection of dreamers and problem solvers with a
passion for creating spaces with endless possibilities.
www.myinscape.com
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Inspired by today.
Built for tomorrow.
Why should your goals be limited by the size
of the space you’re in? We understand the
only thing constant is change so we invest in
the innovation today that helps you do your
best work tomorrow.
Our products work together and are easily
adapted to better serve your needs —
whatever they may be. This means people
are free to work on their own terms and you
can invest knowing your office won’t hold
you back. Anything is possible with Inscape.
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People evolve.
So should spaces.
Who will you be tomorrow? There’s no way
to predict how our business can change
over the course of a day, let alone years.
In 10 years time, offices that once needed
cubicles may need more mobile solutions;
small businesses could flourish and double
or triple their workforce; and companies
that were once office based may evolve
and reconfigure their workspace to support
hotelling stations and mobile workforces.
With our product line the only limit is
your imagination, not your budget.
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Our Products

Workstations
Our workstations are designed to utilize both
shared and private spaces. With our scalable
workstations, you can create privacy, while
at the same time promote a collaborative
workflow. This allows you to enhance efficiency
while promoting productivity, teamwork, and
collaboration. With a myriad of options, you
can choose finishes that truly inspire you.

Storage
The office landscape is ever-changing, with
more need to store personal items, while
keeping a clutter-free space. By offering the
broadest range of functional and aesthetic
storage options in the industry, our storage
line makes it easier for you to create
customized solutions for your unique space.

Walls
Whether it’s high acoustics to hold confidential
meetings, beautiful spaces to increase employee
engagement, or a flexible wall system that
is capable of being easily reconfigured time
and time again, Inscape Walls has a solution
for you. With a limitless array of finishes to
choose from and a plethora of customizable
accessories, our walls are built to serve our
clients’ needs, both today and tomorrow.
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Our Products

Tables
Inscape tables are available in a variety of sizes
and shapes making them an ideal solution for
private offices and collaborative environments.
They support a range of applications and
postures — coffee, seated and standing
heights. Whether it’s a quick touch point at
a standing-height table or a casual meeting
over coffee, we have your space covered.

Seating
Inscape offers seating solutions that fit your
company’s style. Whether its lounge seating
for impromptu meetings or task chairs meant
for dedicated work — our chairs are built with
ergonomics and wellbeing in mind to promote
a healthy workstyle for your team. Inscape
seating and furniture intertwine in aesthetic
harmony, with many finishes to choose from.
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Our Mission
We deliver customized workspace
solutions and an exceptional customer
experience – every step of the way.

Small enough to care,
big enough to perform.
Our scale allows us to be agile enough to offer you specialized
solutions all within competitive lead times. Start with our range of
products and build them out to suit your needs. Everything from
storage to workstations to walls can be made to fit the way you work.
Best of all, our storage, workstations and walls are manufactured
in-house and shipped out of one of our two North American facilities.
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Fine finishes for
beautiful beginnings.
Our Nuform and laminate offerings are
full of finishes that fit your style and your
budget. We have everything from metallics
to stone, and warm textured woodgrain
all offered in creative shapes and cuts.
Add some personality with one of our over
3,000 formulated paint colours, or let our
chemist blend a shade to perfectly match
your style. Then cap your experience with
finding the perfect fabric from the hundreds
of options in our textile catalogue.
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Our Commitment
to Sustainability
We’ve looked beyond the present to think
about the next generation in everything
we do. Whether it’s our products, our
people, the local community, customers
or the environment, we want to have a
positive impact on the world around us.
By devoting our environmental strategy to all
aspects of sustainability – including energy,
atmosphere, recycling, technology and water –
we are committed to ensuring success today,
tomorrow and for many years to come.

For more about sustainability at Inscape and our
certifications, visit myinscape.com/sustainability
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